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Football Fever
by Lloyds Employment Law Consultancy

Following England’s footballing victory,
spirits may be running high ahead of this
evening’s match - what might this mean
for your workplace?
Team Spirit
If employees are in a positive mood this
can be reflected in workplace morale and
productivity. After all, if England can win
a World Cup match on penalties,
anything may seem possible – whether
it’s smashing sales figures, exceeding
performance targets, or tackling those
difficult tasks. If there’s positivity in
abundance in your workplace you may
want to think about harnessing it, so your
organisation can reap the rewards.
Showing Support
Some football fans may be keen to show
support for their team in the workplace.
This may involve having team
merchandise in their work area, putting
up flags or wearing football shirts at
work. From a HR perspective, whether
employers choose to allow such things is
likely to be influenced by the roles
employees carry out, any existing

policies, past approaches to similar
events and the message the organisation
wishes to send to staff.
If you do allow support for teams to be
demonstrated it’s important to ensure
that the rules are applied fairly and
equally – not all employees will support
the same team…. or any team at all!
Remember that employees shouldn’t
feel uncomfortable in the workplace
because team support or team rivalries
have been allowed to get out of hand.
The Day After the Night Before
Whether it’s celebratory drinks or
drowning sorrows some employees may
be feeling the worse for wear the next
day. This may lead to an increase in
sickness absence/lateness. This could
peak on the Monday following the World
Cup final!
If an employee calls in sick/is late, you
should follow the usual process of dealing
with them. If you suspect there is not a
genuine reason behind it, you should call
Lloyds for advice on your case.
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